
“ “If I had a wish, it would be
for electric guitar strings that

feel sound and

but last longer.
like my favorite strings

A new era in electric guitar string technology is here. 



Ever since pioneering coated string technology 
back in the ’90s, Elixir Strings has continually 
evolved its products to meet the needs and 
expectations of guitar players everywhere. 

Not only have we strived  to provide remarkable 
tone life, but we’ve also aimed to deliver that 
industry-leading longevity without sacrificing the 
tone and feel players prefer. 

It’s a mission that’s made us the top acoustic 
guitar string brand 2 and leader in profit dollar 
contribution for retailers.3  

And now we are setting our sights on the 
electric market. 

Research shows that players of uncoated electric strings value tone life, while preferring their strings 
to have a crisp tone and natural feel.
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Research also tells us that the market share for premium uncoated strings is growing, while sales 
of low-cost, uncoated strings are stagnant to declining.

 
2 Uncoated players are willing to invest in a 

premium string that delivers the characteristics they demand to power their performance.

So it seemed only natural for Elixir Strings to develop a product that leverages our proprietary coating 
technology, paired with the unmet needs of guitarists, to launch the next generation of electric strings.  

By adding Elixir Electric Strings with OPTIWEB Coating to your assortment, you can continue to attract 
healthy foot traffic, strengthen your position as the “go-to” location for musicians and maximize peg value.

With our newest innovation, uncoated players get 
all the premium benefits of coated Elixir Strings 
without sacrificing the tone and feel they love. 

Backed by extensive field research, OPTIWEB 
Coating offers a more natural, familiar feel than 
both NANOWEB® and POLYWEB® Coatings and 
sounds indistinguishable from uncoated strings.
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ENTER OPTIWEB COATING

Uncoated and coated players alike confirm that 
OPTIWEB Coated Strings have the same tone as 
uncoated strings.
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Hear for yourself with our A/B sound test that 
compares OPTIWEB Coating with uncoated strings.

Trial participants tell us:
“Feel like an uncoated string.” 

“The trial set’s tone is bright and snappy, much like 
high-quality uncoated strings would sound.”

“Had problems with coated strings in the past.  
No problem with these on electric. Wonderful!”

“ “

MUSICIANS CAN’T HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

elixirstrings.com/experience

Plays like a natural string. 4 
Lasts like Elixir ® Strings.

OUR NEW OPTIWEB™ COATING INNOVATION

OPTIMIZE YOUR ELECTRIC STRING PORTFOLIO

A B



A FRESH NEW LOOK
Premium packaging for an immediate impression

Our commitment to create awareness and drive traffic 

With the launch of OPTIWEB Coating, Elixir Strings 
redefines its position in the electric market with 
new premium packaging design for our OPTIWEB, 
NANOWEB and POLYWEB Coated Sets.

The contemporary, textured packaging makes an 
immediate impression on the wall and features a 
simplified design that is both eye-catching and 

easy to read. The result is improved shopability 
for customers and clerks alike.  

Peg impression continues as players “unwrap” 
the package to reveal newly redesigned single 
string envelopes and hashtag call out to 
encourage social interaction.

WIN WITH OPTIWEB COATING

This new generation of electric strings will launch with a globally supported consumer marketing 
campaign set to create awareness, buzz and trial among uncoated electric players.

Supported by an integrated launch promotion, all OPTIWEB Coated Sets will include a game piece for 
a chance to win weekly, monthly and grand prizes from some of the most trusted brands in the industry.

The range to meet the playing style of every electric guitarist

From warm and slick, to bright and smooth, 
to crisp and natural, our family of electric 
strings, including POLYWEB, NANOWEB 
and OPTIWEB Coatings, will satisfy player 
demands and take full advantage of a growing 
premium market. 

With Elixir Electric Strings, there is a coating 
for everyone.

OUR NEW ELECTRIC FAMILY
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19002 Super Light 9 11 16 24 32 42

19027  Custom Light 9 11 16 26 36 46

19052 Light 10 13 17 26 36 46

19077  Light/Heavy 10 13 17 32 42 52

19102  Medium 11 14 18 28 38 49

Part No. Description E-1 B-2 G-3 D-4 A-5 E-6 

Crisp tone – Natural feel

Bright tone – Smooth feelNANOWEB®

C O A T I N G

12002 Super Light 9 11 16 24 32 42

12027 Custom Light 9 11 16 26 36 46

12052 Light 10 13 17 26 36 46

12077 Light/Heavy 10 13 17 32 42 52

12102 Medium 11 14 18 28 38 49

12152 Heavy 12 16 24 32 42 52

12302 Baritone 12 16 22 38 52 68

12057 7-String Light 10 13 17 26 36 46

  - 56 - - - -

12450 12-String Light 10 13 17 26 36 46

  10 13 9 12 18 26

Part No. Description E-1 B-2 G-3 D-4 A-5 E-6 

OPTIWEB™

C O A T I N G

Artist feedback“ “       “I LOVE the new strings! These 
are the strings I’ve been waiting for. 
They sound and feel great.”

      “These would be my first choice 
of string.”

OPTIWEB™ COATINGNEW

Unlike other string brands, Elixir Strings coats the whole string. 

This protects not only the outer string surface, but also the gaps between 
the windings where common tone-deadening gunk typically builds up in 
other brands’ coated and uncoated guitar strings. Anti-Rust Plating on 
plain steel strings ensures longer tone life for the entire set.

Elixir Strings tone lasts longer than any other string – coated or uncoated.
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THE ELIXIR® STRINGS ADVANTAGE

THE FULL ELECTRIC LINE - NICKEL PLATED STEEL STRINGS

Warm tone – Slick and fast feelPOLYWEB®

C O A T I N G

12000 Super Light 9 11 16 24 32 42

12050 Light 10 13 17 26 36 46

Part No. Description E-1 B-2 G-3 D-4 A-5 E-6 


